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Dealer Campers Inn RV of Jacksonville
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Email: import238280@rvpostings.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 05/14/2023

Description 2024 Dave & Matt Vans LV Series 3, Dave & Matt Vans LV Series LV3 highlights:
2-100 ah Lithium Batteries Cabin Heater Cassette Toilet Sleeps Two This
compact and efficient van is perfect for the solo camper or double's coach. Once
you arrive at your destination, you can make a quick lunch on the induction
cooktop, then clean up using the sink and faucet with an electric pump. There is
an overhead cabinet with LED lighting where you can store kitchen necessities,
plus a five drawer kitchenette for even more storage. The 60" vented platform
includes a short queen-size bed to get a great night's rest, and there is even a
table system where you can dine or work while you're on the road. With any LV
Series Class B gas motorhome by Dave & Matt Vans you can tour the country,
enjoy weekend excursions, or go full-time if you wish! Since these vans are
inspired by real-world experiences from those who have built and lived in vans,
you can be sure you're getting the most functional coach for your adventures.
Each model includes added safety and security features, such as an in-dash
rearview monitor to make parking in the city hassle-free, and the front and rear
suspension will provide a smooth drive wherever you decide to roam. Each van
sits on a Ram ProMaster chassis that is ultra durable, and the Uconnect
infotainment system with a 7" screen will make it easier than ever to navigate the
road. An electrical system also comes standard that includes a 3,000 inverter, an
integrated battery monitor, 30 amp shore power hookup plus an AC/DC converter,
and more power features to keep you going. And we haven't even touched on the
interior amenities, like the reclining captain's seats, front air conditioner with air
filtration, a convenient kitchenette, and cozy sleeping arrangements!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 91640
VIN Number: 3C6LRVBG8PE540487
Condition: New
Sleeps: 2

Item address , Jacksonville, Florida, United States
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